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Abstra t

One te hnique for performing inlining at potentially
polymorphi all sites is guarded inlining [6, 13, 16, 17℄ (also
alled re eiver lass predi tion [13℄ and guarded devirtualization [17℄), where a runtime test is inserted to he k whether
is safe to exe ute the inlined ode; if not, a full virtual dispat h is invoked. Guarded inlining allows some of the bene ts of dire t inlining, but not all. The two main disadvantages are 1) exe uting the guard in urs runtime overhead,
and 2) optimization of the aller method is restri ted beause of the possibility that the default virtual dispat h will
be exe uted. Code pat hing [7, 23℄ is a te hnique that removes the overhead of exe uting the guard itself, but does
not address the se ond problem of restri ted optimization.
Interpro edural analysis, su h as lass hierar hy analysis (CHA) [9, 12℄, an help eliminate guards by identifying all sites that are provably monomorphi (have only
one possible target method) and therefore an be dire tly
inlined without a guard. However, dynami lass loading
pre ludes the use of traditional interpro edural analysis beause lasses loaded in the future may ause the result of
the analysis to be ome in orre t. Call sites will be referred
to as urrently-monomorphi if traditional analysis identies them as monomorphi , but dynami lass loading may
ause them to be ome polymorphi in the future.
Several existing te hniques have addressed the goal of allowing dire t inlining of urrently-monomorphi all sites in
presen e of dynami lass loading. Su h te hniques in lude
on-sta k repla ement [15℄, preexisten e-based inlining [10℄,
ode pat hing [7, 23℄, and extant analysis [22℄. As dis ussed
further in Se tions 2 and 9, these te hniques either 1) do not
ompletely remove the penalty of dynami lass loading, or
2) have implementation omplexities that limit their use in
mainstream JVMs. The latter is made evident by the fa t
that many VM's [1, 7, 10, 23℄ ontinue to perform guarded
inlining at urrently-monomorphi all sites.
This paper introdu es thin guards, a simple but e e tive
te hnique that uses lightweight runtime tests to identify regions of ode within whi h spe ulative optimizations an
be performed, even without the ability to perform on-sta k
repla ement. One appli ation of thin guards is des ribed
in detail, demonstrating how they an be used to perform
spe ulative inlining in the presen e of dynami lass loading.
Thin guards are almost as easy to implement as traditional
guarded inlining, yet o er two substantial advantages: thin
guards are 1) more eÆ ient (generally one ma hine load instead of two or three) and 2) test a more general ondition, making it easier to guard multiple inlined all sites
with a single test. Our experimental evaluation shows that
when used in ombination with other traditional ompiler

Dynami lass loading is an integral part of the JavaTM programming language, o ering a number advantages su h as
lazy lass loading and dynami installation of software omponents. Unfortunately, these advantages often ome at the
ost of de reased performan e be ause ertain optimizations
be ome more diÆ ult to perform when an optimizing ompiler annot assume that it has seen the whole program.
This paper introdu es thin guards, a simple but e e tive
te hnique that uses lightweight runtime tests to identify regions of ode within whi h spe ulative optimizations an
be performed. One appli ation of thin guards is des ribed
in detail, demonstrating how they an be used to perform
spe ulative inlining in the presen e of dynami lass loading. Our experimental evaluation shows that when used in
ombination with other traditional ompiler optimizations,
thin guards an eliminate most of the penalty dynami lass
loading. Performan e improvements of up to 27% are observed, eliminating up to 92% of the penalty imposed by
dynami lass loading.

1 Introdu tion
Dynami lass loading [19℄ is an integral part of the Java
programming language, o ering a number advantages su h
as lazy lass loading and dynami installation of software
omponents. Unfortunately, these advantages often ome at
the ost of de reased performan e be ause ertain optimizations be ome more diÆ ult to perform when an optimizing
ompiler annot assume that it has seen the whole program.
Obje t-oriented languages en ourage data en apsulation
through the use of methods, resulting in frequent method invo ations. Additionally, obje t-oriented languages support
dynami ally dispat hed (virtual) alls, where the method
alled depends on the runtime type of the re eiver obje t.
EÆ ient implementations of virtual dispat h [11,14℄ help redu e the dire t overhead of virtual method invo ation, however, method inlining remains an important optimization for
e e tive implementation of obje t oriented languages.
 Funded,in
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2.2 On-sta k repla ement
On-sta k repla ement or dynami deoptimization [15℄ is a

optimizations, su h as ontrol ow graph splitting [6℄, thin
guards an eliminate most of the penalty dynami lass loading.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 reviews existing te hniques for inlining in the presen e
of dynami lass loading. Se tion 3 presents a motivating example demonstrating the bene ts of thin guards. Se tion 4
des ribes thin guards in full generality, while Se tion 5 shows
one appli ation of thin guards using lass hierar hy analysis.
Se tions 6 and 7 des ribe our implementation and experimental results using the Jikes Resear h Virtual Ma hine.1
Se tion 8 des ribes appli ations of thin guards other than
inlining in the presen e of dynami lass loading. Se tions 9
and 10 des ribe related work and on lusions.

te hnique that allows a urrently exe uting method (i.e., on
the a tivation sta k) to be stopped and repla ed by another
version of that method, presumably optimized in a di erent
manner, or possibly not optimized at all.
By allowing urrently exe uting methods to be deoptimized, on-sta k repla ement is an e e tive me hanism for performing invalidation of unsafe ode. In fa t,
Hotspot [20℄ uses on-sta k repla ement to allow dire t inlining of urrently-monomorphi methods.
However, there are disadvantages asso iated with onsta k repla ement. It is a fairly omplex te hnique that an
require spa e onsuming data stru tures [5, 15℄. Additionally, optimizations may need to be restri ted to maintain the
ability to later perform on-sta k repla ement [5℄. The bottom line is that few JVMs today perform on-sta k repla ement; to our knowledge, Hotspot [20℄ is the only publi ly
des ribed JVM to do so.

2 Ba kground: Dynami Class Loading
Dynami languages su h as Self [6℄ and the Java programming language make it diÆ ult, or even impossible, to determine the set of omponents that omprise the whole program. For example in Java, Class.forName an be used to
load a lass whose name is omputed at runtime. Optimizations performed in the presen e of su h semanti s must be
onservative to ensure that all ode produ ed will exe ute
properly regardless of what lasses are loaded in the future.
In pra ti e, however, programs may exe ute for long periods of time without performing dynami lass loading.
There may be many appli ations for whi h lass loading o urs during program startup, and then either 1) never o urs
again, or 2) o ur only infrequently during software updates.
For these programs it an be pro table to optimize spe ulatively (or optimisti ally) to obtain maximum performan e,
and rely on potentially expensive invalidation me hanisms
to ensure safety when lass loading o urs. Dire t inlining
at urrently-monomorphi all sites is an example of su h
an optimization.
One approa h for invalidation is to simply re ompile any
methods that ontain unsafe ode after lass loading o urs.
Although this will ensure that all future alls exe ute safely,
urrently running methods may be exe uting unsafe ode,
and may ontinue to do so inde nitely. Therefore, without
a te hnique su h as on-sta k repla ement to allow re ompilation of urrently exe uting methods, optimizations must
be onservative to ensure safety in the presen e of dynami
lass loading.
The remainder of this se tion des ribes existing
te hniques for safely performing inlining of urrentlymonomorphi all sites.

2.3 Preexisten e-based inlining
Preexisten e based inlining [10℄ is a te hnique that enables
dire t inlining at some urrently-monomorphi all sites,
without requiring on-sta k repla ement. The goal of preexisten e is to identify all sites at whi h the re eiver obje t must have been reated before the aller method was
invoked; thus the re eiver obje t preexists the method invoation. If the re eiver of a urrently-monomorphi all site
is guaranteed to preexist the method invo ation, the all site
an be dire tly inlined.
When dynami lass loading o urs, all invalid methods
are re ompiled so new alls to those methods exe ute safely.
Currently exe uting methods are safe be ause re eiver obje ts at dire tly inlined all sites preexist their aller's invoation. This implies that the re eiver obje t also preexists
the dynami lass loading that o urred, ensuring that the
type of the re eiver obje t annot be one of the newly loaded
lasses.
Preexisten e is a simple and e e tive te hnique for identifying andidates for dire t inlining, and is omplementary
to the work presented here. The main limitations of preexisten e based inlining is that it is e e tive for only a subset
of the urrently-monomorphi all sites. As dis ussed further in Se tion 7.5, substantial performan e an be gained
by dire tly inlining the remaining all sites not overed by
preexisten e. Additionally, we show that the e e tiveness
of preexisten e is redu ed as more aggressive inlining te hniques are applied.

2.1 Guarded inlining

2.4 Code Pat hing

Guarded inlining is one solution for safely inlining urrentlymonomorphi all sites. It is relatively easy to implement
and is used by many systems to avoid in orre t exe ution in
the presen e of dynami lass loading [1, 7, 10, 17℄.
There are two ommon types of guards. A lass
test [6, 13℄ he ks the type of the re eiver obje t, while
method test [10℄ he ks whi h method will be alled by the
re eiver. The advantages and disadvantages of ea h are disussed further in Se tion 3.1.

Code pat hing [7, 23℄ is a te hnique used to eliminate the
runtime overhead of exe uting guards. Inlining is performed
just like traditional guarded inlining, where a guard is inserted during optimization and a ba kup virtual dispat h is
in luded in ase the guard should fail. However, with ode
pat hing the instru tions to implement the guard are not
in luded in the nal generated ode and the inlined body
exe utes un onditionally. If the inlining de ision is later invalidated by dynami lass loading, the rst instru tion of
the inlined ode is dynami ally overwritten with an un onditional jump to the ba kup virtual dispat h.
Code pat hing is more eÆ ient than traditional guarded
inlining be ause it eliminates the overhead of exe uting the
guards themselves. However, ode pat hing does not address

1 Jikes RVM is an open sour e version of the Jalape~
no Resear h
Virtual Ma hine [1, 3℄. Do umentation and sour e ode are available
at http://www.ibm. om/developerworks/oss/jikesrvm
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|||||||||||||||||||||||||{

to be overridden at some point in the future; therefore, these
methods annot be inlined dire tly in method bar(). Even
though they are urrently-monomorphi , the dire tly inlined
ode ould be ome in orre t if either method is overridden
in the future.
Figure 2 shows how method bar() would be optimized
using traditional guarded inlining. A method test is used to
guard the inlined body of getX() be ause the re eiver (a)
ould be of type A or B. A lass test is used to guard the
inlined body of getY() be ause the only possible type for
the re eiver (b) is B. Neither guard an be identi ed as redundant and eliminated be ause ea h method is dispat hed
on a di erent re eiver obje t. Preexistan e-based inlining
would not help be ause the obje ts referen ed by a and b
may have been reated after method bar() was invoked.
However, as long as no lass loading o urs, dire tly inlining these alls would be safe; therefore, both guards in
bar() ould be repla ed by a single test that he ks whether
any lass loading has o ured sin e bar() was ompiled,
as shown in Figure 3. This simple example illustrates the
key idea behind thin guards: using a boolean ondition bit
to represent program-wide onditions. This te hnique dereases the overhead of the guards themselves, and also allows more optimization to o ur be ause a larger area of
ode an be overed by a single guard.

lass A {
publi int bar() {
A a = getSomeA_or_B();
B b = getSomeB();
return a.getX() + b.getY();
}

}

publi
publi

int getX() { return 99; }
int getY() { return 100; }

lass B extends A {
}

Figure 1: Example program fragment. Assume no lasses
override lasses A or B.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||{
void bar() {
a = ...;
b = ...;
if ( METHOD_TEST(a,getX()) )
t1 = 99;
// Inlined body
else
t1 = a.getX();
if ( CLASS_TEST(b,B) )
t2 = 100;
// Inlined body
else
t2 = b.getY();
return t1 + t2;
}

3.1 Comparison of guards
Table 1 summarizes the relative strengths and weaknesses of
thin guards ompared to lass tests and method tests. The
rst advantage of thin guards is the eÆ ien y of the guard
itself. Che king a ondition bit an be performed with a
single load, where lass tests and methods tests typi ally
require 2 and 3 dependent loads, respe tively.
Choosing between a lass test or a method test involves
balan ing tradeo s be ause ea h has limitations. Class tests
o er the advantage that multiple dispat hes on the same
re eiver obje t an be guarded by a single test, even if the
alls are to di erent methods; this is not true for method
tests. However, a single method test an be used for all
sites where multiple re eiver types are possible, as long as
all of these types result in a all to the same method; this
is not the ase for lass tests, whi h would need to test ea h
potential type individually.
Thin guards will handle both of the these s enarios with
a single guard. Furthermore, thin guards an allow multiple
alls to be overed by a single test even if the alls are dispat hed from di erent re eiver obje ts, as demonstrated in
Figure 3 where the two alls on re eiver obje ts a and b are
both guarded by a single test.
The main disadvantage of thin guards (as dis ussed later
in Se tion 4) is that they are e e tive only for urrentlymonomorphi all sites. Class and method tests an be effe tive for polymorphi all sites be ause they examine the
re eiver obje t of ea h dispat h. Thin guards, however, test
whether a ondition is true for all possible re ievers, and
therefore annot be used to distinguish re ievers at polymorphi all sites. It is for this reason that thin guards
are most e e tive for infrequently hanging, program-wide
onditions, su h as dynami lass loading.

Figure 2: Method bar() from Figure 1 optimized using traditional guards (method and lass tests).
|||||||||||||||||||||||||{
void bar() {
a = ...;
b = ...;
if (noClassLoadingHasO ured)
return 199;
else
return a.getX() + b.getY();
}

Figure 3: Method bar() from Figure 1 optimized using thin
guards.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||{
the restri tions pla ed on optimization by the presen e of the
ba kup virtual dispat h. As dis ussed in the next se tion,
the performan e penalty aused by restri ted optimization
an be as great, or greater than the penalty imposed by
exe uting guards.

3 Motivating Example
This se tion presents a motivating example to onvey the
basi idea behind thin guards. Consider the partial program shown in Figure 1. Assume that urrently there are
no sub lasses of A or B. Methods getX() and getY() are not
private or final so dynami lass loading ould ause them

3.2 E e t of Code Pat hing
Code pat hing [7,17℄ (see Se tion 2.4) is a te hnique that an
be used to redu e the overhead of exe uting the guards, and
is orthogonal to the parti ular guard implementation being
3

Chara teristi
Runtime overhead of typi al
implementation (# loads)
Can one guard over multiple all sites dispat hing
di erent methods on the same re eiver obje t?
Can one guard be used at a all site where multiple
re eiver types are possible, but all all the same method?
Can one guard over multiple all sites
dispat hed on di erent re eiver obje ts?
E e tive for polymorphi all sites
(assuming distribution is peaked).

Example

Class Test

Method Test

Thin Guard

|

2

3

1

Yes

No

Yes

a.getX()
a.getX()
b.getY()

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

|

Yes

Yes

No

b.getX()
b.getY()

Table 1: Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of ea h guarded inlining te hnique. The ode in the olumn
\Example" assumes the lass hierar hy from Figure 1, and that variables a and b are of stati type A and B respe tively.
used. Code pat hing an be used with all of the guards
shown in Table 1, in luding thin guards. Augmenting ea h
guard type with ode pat hing would redu e the runtime
overhead (the rst row of Table 1) to zero. However, ode
pat hing does not relax any of the restri tions that guards
pla e on optimization, and thus does not a e t the other
hara teristi s shown in Table 1.

4 Thin Guards
Thin guards are lightweight runtime tests designed to eÆiently monitor optimisti assumptions about the exe uting
program. For the purpose of this paper, an optimisti assumption is some fa t about the exe uting program that 1)
is urrently true, 2) is unlikely to hange in the near future,
and 3) enables additional optimization to be performed. For
example, \Method A::getX() is not overridden" is an optimisti assumption. By providing a me hanism to eÆ iently
verify optimisti assumptions, thin guards an be used to
reate regions of ode within whi h these assumptions an
be relied upon to perform more aggressive optimization.
The general stru ture of thin guards is shown in Figure 4.
Optimisti assumptions are mapped to a xed number of
ondition bits that are used to re ord whether the optimisti
assumptions are still true. There may be more optimisti
assumptions than ondition bits, so multiple assumptions
may map to the same bit. A ondition bit is true only if all
of its optimisti assumptions are true. A ondition bit must
be set to false if any of its optimisti assumptions be ome
false.
During ompilation, optimizations that may bene t from
relying on an optimisti assumption an be performed as
long as the region of ode is guarded by a test that he ks
a ondition bit asso iated with that optimisti assumption.
The guards in Figure 4 represent onditional tests ompiled
into ode throughout the appli ation. Ea h of these guards
tests a single ondition bit to determine whether the optimisti assumptions mapped to that bit are still true.
This me hanism of mapping optimisti assumptions to
ondition bits serves two purposes.
1.

2.

Figure 4: The general stru ture of thin guards. Optimisti
assumptions are mapped to ondition bits, whi h are referen ed by guards throughout the appli ation.
to be tested with a single guard, redu ing the number of guards that need to be exe uted. The example
in Figure 3 demonstrated this by using single ondition bit to verify that neither method (A::getX() nor
A::getY()) was overridden.
The main disadvantage of thin guards is that they are
e e tive only for assumptions that an be mapped to a ondition bit. Program-wide hara teristi s that hange infrequently t most naturally into this model. Dynami lass
loading is the primary appli ation dis ussed in this paper,
however, other potential appli ations are presented in Se tion 8.

4.1 When Optimisti Assumptions Change
After a program has exe uted for some time, optimisti assumptions may hange. When they do, all ondition bits
asso iated with the false optimisti assumptions must be
set to false. Guards testing these ondition bits will fail so
exe ution will ontinue safely, but more slowly. To re over
performan e, the VM an hoose to re ompile all methods
ne essary to remove failing guards. Su h an approa h is not
spe i to thin guards. A system using traditional guarded
inlining may also hoose to re ompile ertain methods after
lass loading o urs to remove method or lass tests that
have begun failing.
However, thin guards introdu e additional omplexity
be ause multiple optimisti assumptions may be hashed to
the same ondition bit. A guard G that reads a ondition

EÆ ien y.

An optimisti assumption an be tested
by reading a single bit. Be ause there is a small, xed
number of ondition bits, he king a bit an most likely
be implemented with a single load.

Generality. Mapping several optimisti

assumptions
to a single ondition bit allows multiple assumptions
4

bit B be omes dependent on all B 's optimisti assumptions,
even if G was originally inserted to test only a subset of those
assumptions. For example, the ode from Figure 3 used a
single bit ( lassLoadingHasNotO ured) to over all inlined
all sites. If some obs ure lass Q is loaded that does not extend A or B, the guard in bar() will begin failing even though
the inlined ode is still valid.
For ease of referen e, some terminology will be established. A guard G is intentionally-dependent on an optimisti assumptions O if G was inserted spe i ally to test
O. G is unintentionally-dependent on O if G was not inserted to test O, but be omes dependent on O only be ause
multiple assumptions map to the same ondition bit.
When a ondition bit be omes false, guards reading that
bit an be lassi ed into two ategories
1. A guard is permanently-disabled if it is intentionallydependent on an optimisti assumption that has beome false. Permanently-disabled guards must never
su eed or invalid ode would be exe uted.
2. A guard is temporarily-disabled if it is not permanentlydisabled, but is reading a false ondition bit.
Temporarily-disabled guards are safe to su eed at any
time, but fail be ause of an unfortunate mapping to
the ondition bit.
Additionally, any method that ontains a permanentlydisabled guard will be referred to as an unsafe method. The
false ondition bit annot be reset to true while unsafe methods are exe uting, otherwise permanently-disabled guards
ould su eed and in orre t exe ution may result.
However, in terms of regaining performan e it is desirable
to re-enable the ondition bit as soon as possible so that
temporarily-disabled guards an begin su eeding again. In
order for this to o ur, the VM must rst eliminate all unsafe
methods as follows:
1. Re ompile all unsafe methods to remove permanentlydisabled guards so that new alls to these methods go
to safe ode. Alternatively, unsafe methods ould be
marked for lazy ompilation [18℄ so that future alls
trigger a new ompilation of that method.
2. Wait for all urrently exe uting unsafe methods to exit.
This ould be implemented in a variety of ways, one of
whi h is to periodi ally s an the sta k (possibly during
garbage olle tion when the sta k is already s anned)
to see if unsafe methods are still a tive.
On e no unsafe method an possibly exe ute, the ondition bit an be re-enabled; temporarily-disabled guards will
begin su eeding again and performan e will no longer be
degraded. However, it may be the ase that unsafe methods ontinue exe uting for a long period of time. During
this time, temporarily-disabled guards throughout the appli ation must fail to ensure safety. If the unsafe methods
ontinue exe uting for an una eptable period of time, the
VM an use a ba kup plan to re over performan e. A new
ondition bit ould be introdu ed that tests only those optimisti assumptions that are still true; all methods that ontain temporarily-disabled guards an then be re ompiled to
take advantage of the new ondition bit.2 This strategy is
undesirable in the ase that the unsafe methods exit qui kly
(be ause then the additional re ompilation is not ne essary),
but an be used to prevent performan e from being degraded
inde nitely in extreme ases.

5 Example Appli ation: Inlining
This se tion des ribes one parti ular appli ation of thin
guards, showing how they an be used to allow more e e tive
inlining in the presen e of dynami lass loading. The goal
is redu e the overhead introdu ed by dynami lass loading, allowing performan e to approa h that whi h ould be
obtained if dynami lass loading did not exist.

5.1 Using thin guards with CHA
For our example appli ation, lass hierar hy analysis
(CHA) [9℄ is used to identify urrently-monomorphi all
sites. For simpli ity, all of the optimisti assumptions relied
upon by the optimizing ompiler are mapped to a single
ondition bit, similar to the example in Figure 3. The advantages and disadvantages of using multiple ondition bits
are dis ussed in Se tion 5.3.

5.1.1 During optimization
During ompilation the optimizing ompiler an make optimisti assumptions about all sites using lass hierar hy
analysis. To inline a all to method A::foo() using thin
guards, the ompiler needs to perform the following steps.
1. Use lass hierar hy analysis to on rm that the all
to A::foo() is urrently-monomorphi and therefore
a andidate for dire t inlining.
2. Insert an optimisti assumption ( all it O) that states
\A::foo() not overridden" into the set of assumptions
mapped to the ondition bit (if not already there). If
lass loading later violates O, then the ondition bit
must be set to false.
3. Re ord that the method being ompiled (M ) ontains
a guard that is intentionally-dependent on the optimisti assumption O. This allows M to be identi ed
as an unsafe method if O should be ome false.
4. Guard the inlined ode with a onditional that tests
the ondition bit.
At this stage, a separate guard is inserted for ea h all
site, with the assumption that redundant he ks an be eliminated at a later stage. Se tion 5.2 des ribes te hniques for
in reasing the amount of ode overed by ea h guard.

5.1.2 During lass loading
When lass loading o urs, the following steps must be performed before the loaded lass is made available.
1. Compute the set of optimisti assumptions that were
violated by the lasses that were loaded. If no assumptions were violated, no further a tion is ne essary.
2. For ea h optimisti assumption that is now false, ompute the set of unsafe methods. This is just a lookup
of the information re orded in step 3 during optimization. If there are no unsafe methods, no further a tion
is ne essary.
3. Change the ondition bit to false so that all thin guards
begin to fail.
At this point, the loaded lass an be made available
and exe ution will ontinue safely, but with degraded performan e be ause guards will be failing. Performan e an
be regained using the te hniques des ribed in Se tion 4.1.

2 The previous ondition bit an remain false inde nitely, or potentially be reused if the unsafe methods ever exit.
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5.2 Eliminating redundant guards

5.2.1 In reasing opportunities for guard elimination

One of the main advantages of thin guards is that they test
more general onditions than traditional guards, allowing a
larger region of ode to be overed by a single guard. The
algorithm des ribed in 5.1 pla ed one guard per all site.
This se tion des ribes how to safely identify guards that are
redundant and an be removed.
Guard removal be omes slightly more omplex in a
multi-threaded environment, so the single-threaded ase is
onsidered rst. In a single-threaded environment, redundant guards an be eliminated by using a slight variant of
onditional onstant propagation [24℄ to forward propagate
ondition bit values. The value of the ondition bit an be
assumed to be true along the \true" path after being tested
by a thin guard, and false along the \false" path. These
values an be propagated forward and guards that an be
proven to test a onstant ondition an be removed.
The only spe ial treatment ne essary is to a ount for the
fa t that lass loading may hange the value of any ondition
bit; therefore, the analysis needs to ensure that all instru tions that may ause dynami lass loading, either dire tly
or indire tly, kill the ondition bit values being propagated.

Although the previous se tion des ribed how to identify
guards that are redundant and an be eliminated, it is easy
to onstru t simple ode fragments ontaining guards that
annot be eliminated. For example, onsider the ode fragment from Figure 2. Even if the method test and lass test
are repla ed by thin guards, the se ond guard annot automati ally be removed. The true and false paths of the rst
guard merge before rea hing the se ond guard, therefore the
ondition bit must be retested. However, several well known
transformations an help in rease the opportunities for removing redundant guards.

Splitting Splitting [6℄ is a transformation originally de-

signed to redu e the overhead of message sends in Self. Splitting exposes optimization opportunities by spe ializing se tions of ode within a method. Spe ialization is a hieved
by performing tail-dupli ation of onditional ontrol ow to
eliminating ontrol ow merges where data ow information
would have been lost.
For the example from Figure 2, splitting an be used to
dupli ate the se ond guard (along with the ode it prote ts)
by pla ing a opy along ea h path of the rst guard. After
splitting, both opies of the se ond guard an be identi ed
as redundant, produ ing the ode in Figure 3. Splitting
is e e tive for exposing a variety of optimization opportunities, but is parti ularly e e tive for thin guards, as dis ussed
further in Se tion 7.4.

Multiple threads In a multi-threaded environment removing guards be omes more diÆ ult be ause while one thread
(T1) is exe uting, a se ond thread T2 ould load lasses at
any time. In su h a s enario, none of the guards in T1 an
safely be removed.
Fortunately, this problem an be solved by adding logi
to the lass loader. Se tion 5.1.2 des ribed the a tions
taken by the lass loader to trigger invalidation. In a multithreaded environment a 4th step an be performed by the
lass loader before making the loaded lasses available:
4. Wait for all threads to exit any region of ode that is
guarded by a false ondition bit.
With this addition, guards an be removed as in the
single-threaded ase; by the time the newly loaded lass is
made available, all exe ution will have exited the unsafe regions, and unsafe regions annot be re-entered be ause the
ondition bit has been set to false.
The question is how an this 4th step be implemented?
It is a tually quit easy in any system that uses some variation of safe points su h as interrupt points in Self [15℄, or
yieldpoints in Jikes RVM [1℄. Safe points are simply program
lo ations at whi h the VM an preempt the urrently exeuting thread; they are typi ally pla ed on method entries
and loop ba kedges to ensure that only a nite amount of
exe ution an o ur between them. Given su h safe points,
step 4 an be implemented by
 During redundant guard elimination, ensure that
guards are not eliminated a ross safe points (i.e., safe
points kill during the propagation of ondition bit values).
 During lass loading, wait for all threads to rea h a safe
point before making the newly loaded lass available.
Together, these two onditions ensure that all threads
will have existed unsafe ode by rea hing a safe point, therefore lass loading an ontinue. Making safe points barriers
to guard elimination may in rease the number of guards exe uted; however, if safe points are pla ed at method entries
and loop ba kedges, guard removal an still be quite liberal.
The entire body of a loop, or the entire body of a loop-free
method an potentially be overed by one guard.

Inlining Calls are likely to be barriers for guard elimination; eliminating guards a ross a all would require interpro edural analysis to prove that the dynami lass loading
ould not o ur during at any point during the all. Aggressive inlining will redu e the number of (non-inlined) all
sites, thus redu ing interferen e with guard removal.
Loop transformations Loop transformations, su h as loop

loning [6℄, or loop unrolling, an be used to expose opportunities for removing redundant guards. Consider a tight
loop that exe utes only a single all site that is inlined with
a guard. The guard annot simply be removed; the ondition bit must be tested at some point to ensure that lass
loading has not o ured. However, by unrolling the loop N
times it may be possible for guards 2{N to be identi ed as
redundant on the rst guard.

5.3 Multiple ondition bits
Our example appli ation from Se tion 5.1 used a single ondition bit to represent all optimisti assumptions. This approa h has advantages besides that of simpli ity. Having all
guards test the same ondition bit maximizes the number of
guards that an be identi ed as redundant and eliminated.
As long as lass loading does not o ur, a single ondition
bit o ers the highest possible performan e.
The disadvantage of using a single ondition bit is that
when optimisti assumptions be ome false, all thin guards
in the program be ome disabled. Performan e will be reovered on e the temporarily-disabled guards are re-enabled
(as des ribed in Se tion 4.1); however, this temporary performan e degradation may be undesirable for appli ations
that make heavy use of dynami lass loading,
Multiple ondition bits an be used to redu e the number
of guards that be ome temporarily-disabled when lass loading o urs, therefore minimizing the temporary performan e
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6.2 Thin guards implementation

degradation. There are many possible ways to in orporate
multiple ondition bits, ea h of whi h has its own advantages and disadvantages. We des ribe only a few examples
below.
One possibility is to allo ate one ondition bit per optimisti assumption. This would ensures that guards are
never temporarily-disabled be ause guards would fail only
if their own optimisti assumption be omes false. Unfortunately, this approa h redu es the opportunity for identifying
and eliminating redundant guards; guards that were previously identi ed as redundant may now be testing di erent
ondition bits.
Another possibility is to allo ate a separate bit for ea h
method that is ompiled. All optimisti assumptions relied
upon during ompilation of a method ould be mapped to
the ondition bit for that method. This ensures that guards
within a method all test the same ondition bit, maximizing the possibility of removing redundant guards within the
method. Additionally, ea h method has its own ondition
bit, so lass loading will disable guards only in methods that
are legitimately a e ted. The only potential disadvantage is
that as the number of ondition bits in reases, performan e
may degrade due to de reased a he behavior of reading
the bits. One ompromise would be to use a xed number
of bits that is small enough to provide desirable a he behavior, yet large enough to redu e the performan e penalty
in urred when lasses are loaded.

Our thin guards implementation is the example appli ation
des ribed in Se tion 5.1; lass hierar hy analysis is used to
identify andidates for dire t inlining, and a single ondition
bit is used to represent all optimisti assumptions regarding
dynami lass loading. To prevent invalidation from o urring unne essarily, our implementation does not insert thin
guards until a method has rea hed the highest level of optimization (\O2" in Jikes RVM). Traditional guards are used
for all lower levels of optimization. This approa h allows the
appli ation to exe ute for some time before any optimisti
assumptions are made. Using this te hnique, no invalidation
o urred for any of the ben hmarks used in this study.

6.2.1 Redundant guard elimination
To identify and eliminate redundant thin guards, a separate optimization pass was added to the Jikes RVM optimizing ompiler. The elimination pass is not performed
until after inlining, splitting, and loop unrolling have been
performed, to allow the elimination to bene t from the effe ts of those transformations. However, the elimination is
performed fairly early in the optimization pro ess to allow
the remaining optimizations to bene t from the simpli ed
ontrol ow.
Jikes RVM's yieldpoints were used as the me hanism to
ensure safety in a multi-threaded environment, as des ribed
in Se tion 5.2. Jikes RVM's yieldpoints are simply a small
sequen e of instru tions that he ks a timer-set bit to determine whether the urrently exe uting thread should yield to
the thread s heduler. Yieldpoints are pla ed on all method
entries and ba kedges to ensure that only a nite amount of
exe ution an o ur before a yieldpoint is exe uted.3
Yieldpoints a t as a barrier to guard elimination to ensure safety in a multi-threaded environment, as des ribed in
Se tion 5.2. Additionally, all instru tions that an potentially ause dynami lass loading also a t as a barrier to
guard elimination;4 this in ludes all alls, be ause interproedural analysis is not performed to identify methods that
are guaranteed not to perform dynami lass loading.

6 Implementation
To validate the ideas presented in this work, we implemented
thin guards in the Jikes Resear h Virtual Ma hine. Se tion 6.1 provides a brief overview of Jikes RVM and Se tion 6.2 des ribes details of the implementation.

6.1 Jikes RVM
Jikes RVM [1℄ is an open sour e Resear h Virtual Ma hine
developed at IBM T.J. Watson Resear h Center. Jikes RVM
is written almost entirely in Java, and takes a ompile only
approa h (no interpreter). Methods are ompiled with a
non-optimizing ompiler upon their rst exe ution, and an
aggressive optimizing ompiler [4℄ is applied sele tively by
the adaptive optimization system [3℄. Although not a fully
omplete JVM, the performan e of Jikes RVM has been
shown to be ompetitive with that of ommer ial JVMs on
the PowerPC platform.
Jikes RVM has the ability to perform inlining based
on stati heuristi s, as well adaptive inlining based on a
all-edge pro le olle ted via time-based sampling [3℄. Dire t inlining (without a guard) is performed when inlining
monomorphi private and final methods, as well as for
all sites proven monomorphi by lo al type propagation.
Preexisten e-based inlining [10℄ based on invariant argument
analysis [10℄ is also performed to eliminate guards when possible. All other inlined methods are guarded with either a
lass test or method test.
Our version of Jikes RVM also performs some optimizations not yet available in the open sour e version, in luding
feedba k-dire ted splitting [2℄ and loop unrolling. We intend to move our thin guards implementation into the open
sour e release.

6.2.2 Class loader modi ations
When lass loading auses an optimisti assumption to be
violated, the newly loaded lass is not made available until
all threads have exe uted at least one yieldpoint (see Se tion 5.2). In Jikes RVM this is a hieved by stopping all
threads at the next exe uted yieldpoint.5 After all threads
have stopped, the thin guard ondition bit is set to false and
exe ution ontinues.
All unsafe methods are marked for re ompilation to remove all permanently-disabled guards. Our urrent implementation does not have the apability to identify when all
a tive unsafe methods have nished exe uting (are no longer
3 Jikes RVM also pla es yieldpoints on method epilogues to improve
the a ura y of the time-based samples olle ted by the adaptive optimization system. This pla ement is not ne essary for orre tness.
4 The following byte ode instru tions have the potential to ause
a lass to be loaded: anewarray, he k ast, get eld, getstati , instan eof, invokeinterfa e, invokespe ial, invokestati , invokevirtual,
multianewarray, new, put eld, and putstati . However, in many ases
it an be identi ed that lass loading annot o ur. For example, getstati annot ause lass loading on e the lass of the stati eld being
a essed has been loaded.
5 The urrent implementation simply triggers a garbage olle tion,
whi h automati ally stops all threads the next yieldpoint when using
one of Jikes RVM's stop-the-world olle tors.
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on the sta k), although this fun tionality is urrently being implemented. Therefore, to re over performan e after
lass loading, our urrent implementation immediately employs the \ba kup" me hanism des ribed in Se tion 4.1; a
new ondition bit is introdu ed and all methods ontaining
temporarily-disabled guards are marked for lazy ompilation so they will be re ompiled on their next invo ation.
As mentioned previously, invalidation never o urs during
the exe ution of our ben hmarks, although the invalidation
me hanism and re overy pro ess is fully implemented.

invokevirtual executions per second

30000000

7 Experimental Evaluation
This se tion des ribes our experimental evaluation of the
thin guards implementation des ribed in Se tion 6.

7.1 Methodology

Virtual dispatch (not inlined)
Polymorphic guarded inline
Monomorphic guarded inline
Preexistance removed guard
Direct inline (no guard)

20000000

10000000

0
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201_comp.

227_mtrt

Our experimental evaluation investigates the e e t of thin
guards on the SPECjvm98 ben hmarks suite [8℄. A standard
autorun exe ution of the SPECjvm98 ben hmarks onsists
of n exe utions of ea h ben hmark in the same JVM. For our
experiments, n was hosen separately for ea h ben hmark
to allow all ben hmarks to run for approximately 4 minutes
(using the size 100 inputs). This experimental setup was
used to ensure that ea h ben hmark exe uted long enough
for the adaptive optimization system to approa h a steady
state. The time for the best run was hosen as the representative time for ea h autorun sequen e. The goal of this
study is to evaluate inlining e e tiveness, so the startup performan e of Jikes RVM is of no parti ular interest.
The Jikes RVM adaptive optimization system is nondeterministi , and sometimes this nondeterminism auses visible performan e di eren es, even when omparing two runs
of the same on guration. To eliminate noise, the nal time
used for ea h ben hmark was omputed by olle ting 10 representative times (des ribed above) and taking the median.
All experiments were performed on a 500 MHz 6 pro essor IBM RS/6000 Model S80 with 4 GB of RAM running
IBM AIX 4.3.2. Jikes RVM was run using 1 pro essor and
a 400 MB heap.

Figure 5: Exe ution rate of invokevirtual all sites (both
inlined and not inlined).
Our thin guards implementation an a e t only the
third ategory, shown in white in Figure 5. 201 ompress
213 java and 222 mpegaudio have virtually no su h dynami alls; therefore, it an be expe ted that thin guards
will have no e e t for these ben hmarks. Many of the ben hmarks have a large portion of their all sites dire tly inlined
(the solid bla k bar). As an experiment, the ben hmarks
were also in luded in the study in a modi ed form, where
the private and final modi ers were removed from all
methods.7 This reates the most hallenging s enario possible for the optimizing ompiler be ause all methods in the
program may potentially be extended.
This is learly a somewhat arti al modi ation be ause
the private and final are language onstru ts that an
be used to enfor e information hiding and avoid undesirable
software updates. However, programmers are often afraid of
the overhead asso iated with data en apsulation, and spe ify methods private or final solely for the purpose of improving performan e (allowing them to be dire tly inlined
by the optimizing ompiler), or even worse, avoid using data
en apsulation altogether. This pra ti e defeats the point of
having dynami lass loading as part of the language, and
would o ur less frequently if programmers trusted their optimizing ompiler to provide more ompetitive performan e.
Our goal for evaluating the modi ed ben hmarks is simply
to see how mu h these language onstru ts a e t performan e, and how mu h of this performan e penalty an be
regained by using our te hnique.

7.2 Ben hmark hara terization
Figure 5 hara terizes these ben hmarks by showing the rate
at whi h they exe ute virtual all sites (invokevirtual byteodes). All all sites (both inlined and not inlined) were instrumented to re ord dynami exe ution frequen ies. These
exe ution frequen ies were then divided by the running time
of the ben hmark to ompute exe utions per se ond. Call
sites were divided into 5 ategories.
1. Non-inlined virtual dispat h.
2. Guarded inline of all site that CHA identi es as potentially polymorphi .6

7.3 E e tiveness of thin guards

3. Guarded inline of a all site that CHA identi es as
monomorphi .

To evaluate the e e tiveness of thin guards, timings were
olle ted using the following 3 on gurations of Jikes RVM:

4. Dire t inlining performed using preexisten e.

6 These all sites must have been inlined by the pro le-driven adaptive inlining be ause the stati heuristi s inline only all sites that are
monomorphi a ording to CHA.
7 For ben hmarks whose sour e was not available, Jikes RVM was
modi ed to ignore the final and private modi ers when making inlining de isions. This will not at h all ases be ause the Java to
byte ode ompiler may have performed dire t inlining while ompiling the byte odes.

5. Dire t inlining performed without needing preexisten e ( allee was private, final, or belongs to a final
lass).
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Figure 6: Performan e improvement of thin guards. The
full bar shows the Ideal improvement using (unsafe) lass
hierar hy analysis. The bla k bar shows the performan e
improvement obtained safely using thin guards. The number
above ea h bar shows the per ent of the Ideal improvement
that was a hieved using thin guards.
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Thin guards: Identi al to Base but thin guards are
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Figure 7: Performan e of thin guards in VM that does not
perform splitting. Data is olle ted identi ally to that of
Figure 6, but all 3 on gurations (Base, Thin guards, and
Ideal) were run with splitting disabled.
potential performan e that ould be obtained using wellknown te hniques, assuming dynami lass loading did not
exist. The ontribution of this paper is the per entage
of Ideal performan e that is obtained using thin guards.
For 227 mtrt and the modi ed 201 ompress, thin guards
a hieved 92% and 88% of the Ideal performan e. 202 jess
and 209 db showed reasonable performan e, a hieving over
70% of the possible Ideal win. The authors were pleasantly
surprised by the substantial fra tion of Ideal performan e
that ould be obtained by using thin guards, and that su h a
simple te hnique ould eliminate the majority of the penalty
imposed by dynami lass loading.

This on guration is the original Jikes
RVM performing its full suite of optimizations [1,
4℄. Guarded inlining is performed using traditional
method tests and lass tests. Relevant optimizations
performed in lude preexisten e based inlining and loal type propagation (to eliminate guards whenever
possible), adaptive inlining [3℄, feedba k dire ted splitting [2℄ and loop unrolling.

used for urrently-monomorphi all sites when methods rea h the highest optimization level (O2).

Ideal:

7.4 Importan e of splitting

Guards are removed (unsafely) from all
urrently-monomorphi all sites, thus representing
the performan e that ould be a hieved if dynami
lass loading did not exist. In orre t exe ution an
o ur if lasses are dynami ally loaded.

The results of Figure 6 were a hieved using a system that
performs feedba k-dire ted splitting of intrapro edural ontrol ow paths. As dis ussed in Se tion 5.2.1, splitting exposes optimization opportunities allowing additional guards
to be identi ed as fully redundant and removed. This se tion
takes a loser look at the intera tions between thin guards
and splitting. To evaluate the importan e of splitting, the
experiments of the previous se tion were repeated using the
identi al version of Jikes RVM, but with splitting disabled.
The results are shown in Figure 7. Splitting was disabled
for all 3 on gurations of Figure 7, so the results show how
mu h performan e improvement an be expe ted when thin
guards are added to a system that does not perform splitting.
Thin guards are learly less e e tive when splitting is not
performed, a hieving roughly 50% of the Ideal win in most
ases. It may be tempting to on lude from this data that
thin guards did not a tually provide the performan e improvements previously reported in Figure 6, but that splitting is responsible instead; however, this is not the ase. Reall that splitting was used in all three on gurations of Figure 6, in luding the base on guration. Traditional guards

Figure 6 shows the performan e of these three on gurations. The bla k bar shows the performan e improvement
of Thin guards over Base (higher bar means more improvement over Base), and the full height of the bar represents the
upper bound on performan e using the Ideal on guration.
The number above ea h bar represents the per entage of the
Ideal improvement that is a hieved by using thin guards.
This number is not meaningful (and thus not reported) for
ben hmarks with Ideal performan e less than 2%.
The ben hmarks showing the most substantial Ideal improvements are 227 mtrt (in its original form) and the modi ed version of 201 ompress. 202 jess and 209 db show
reasonable improvement, parti ularly 202 jess in its modi ed form. These improvements are mostly onsistent with
the breakdown of invo ation types previously shown in Figure 5.
The total performan e obtained by Ideal is not a ontribution of this paper; it is simply an observation of the
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Original Jikes RVM
Adaptive inlining disabled
Di eren e

Performan e (se onds)
Without
Argument
Ideal
Preexisten e Preexisten e (unsafe CHA)
10.3
8.6 (-16.2%)
5.9 (-42.2%)
10.6
8.5 (-19.2%)
7.0 (-34.0%)
|
|
|

Dynami Counts (millions)
Guarded Unguarded Inlined
Inlined Non-Preex Preex
643
83
532
500
27
706
-143
-56
+147

Table 2: E e tiveness of preexisten e based inlining for 227 mtrt, both with and without aggressive adaptive inlining.
inlining disabled. Adaptive inlining improves performan e
in both s enarios where preexisten e was not used ( olumns
\Without preexisten e" and \Ideal"), but degrades performan e when preexisten e is used ( olumn \Argument preexisten e").
The nal three olumns of the table provide dynami inlining ounts to on rm our hypothesis. The rst of the
three olumns reports the dynami number of all sites
that were exe uted with a guard, while the remaining two
olumns represent all sites that were inlined dire tly. The
dire tly inlined all sites are broken into two ategories to
distinguish whether or not the guard was removed by preexisten e.
As expe ted, disabling adaptive inlining for 227 mtrt
de reased the number of guarded inline sites (-143 million)
and also de reased the number of all sites dire tly inlined
for reasons other than preexisten e (-56 million). However,
disabling adaptive inlining in reased the dynami number
of all sites that were dire tly inlined due to preexisten e
+147 million), on rming that preexisten e was hindered
by adaptive inlining.
These observations are not meant to suggest that
preexisten e-based inlining is not an e e tive te hnique for
improving performan e. Preexisten e is a simple idea that
o ers large speedups in many ases. Even though adaptive
inlining's negative e e t on 227 mtrt is related to preexisten e, both on gurations with preexisten e are mu h faster
than either on guration without preexisten e. Our goal is
only to argue that preexisten e annot be relied upon to
eliminate all of the performan e penalty of dynami lass
loading, parti ularly in systems that perform aggressive inlining.

often annot be eliminated be ause of the limitations disussed in Se tion 3, even when splitting is applied. It is the
synergy between splitting and the more general ondition
tested by thin guards that a ounts for the in reased performan e of Figure 6.
Clearly, thin guards provide in reased motivation for inorporating some form of splitting into the optimizing ompiler. However, even without splitting the performan e
improvements o ered by thin guards an be substantial
(13.5% for 227 mtrt and 17% for the modi ed version of
201 ompress), parti ularly given the implementation simpli ity of thin guards.

7.5 E e tiveness of preexisten e
Preexisten e-based inlining is implemented in Jikes RVM
and was in luded in the Base on guration for our experiments. This se tion makes two observations about the effe tiveness of preexisten e when used without thin guards.
The rst observation involves the bottom line e e tiveness of preexisten e-based inlining. The rst row of Table 2 (labeled \Original Jikes RVM") shows the e e t of
preexisten e (based on invariant argument analysis) on the
227 mtrt ben hmark. The runtime is improved from 10.3
se onds to 8.6 se onds, a 16.2% improvement. However, the
ideal performan e is 5.9 se onds, meaning that preexisten e
a hieved roughly a third of the ideal win (42.2%), leaving
plenty of performan e opportunity remaining for te hniques
su h as thin guards.
Our se ond observation involves the intera tion between
aggressive inlining and preexisten e. By default, Jikes RVM
performs adaptive inlining using pro ling information to
aggressively inline hot all edges. Although e e tive at
improving performan e for most programs, adaptive inlining has onsistently, and mysteriously, degraded the performan e of 227 mtrt (previously reported in [3℄). Upon
further investigation, the problem turned out not to be a
de ien y of the adaptive inlining implementation, but a
fundamental hara teristi of preexisten e-based inlining.
Preexisten e relies on method boundaries as a me hanism for performing invalidation of unsafe ode without the
need for on-sta k repla ement. As more aggressive inlining is
performed, methods be ome larger and method invo ations
be ome less frequent; the result is that fewer obje ts preexist
the most re ent method invo ation, and preexisten e-based
inlining be omes less e e tive.8 Consider an extreme example where the entire program is inlined into main(). The
all to main() will be the only all exe uted during the program, so no obje ts an preexist this all;9 therefore, no
inlined all sites will be andidates for dire t inlining based
on preexisten e.
To on rm that this e e t o urs in pra ti e, the se ond
row of Table 2 repeats the measurements from the previous row but using a version of Jikes RVM with adaptive

8 Other Appli ations
Although this paper fo used on performing inlining in the
presen e of dynami lass loading, thin guards are general
me hanism for allowing spe ulative optimizations to be performed safely without the need for on-sta k repla ement.
One obvious extension is to use analyses other than lass
hierar hy analysis to identify urrently-monomorphi all
sites. The only requirement for en orporating analyses with
thin guards is the ability to identify the set of all sites that
be ome invalid after a lass has been loaded.
Thin guards also have potential for testing other infrequently hanging onditions not related to dynami lass
loading. For example, thin guards ould be used to redu e
the performan e penalty of non- nal stati elds. Guards
ould be inserted to reate regions of ode within whi h
optimizations an exploit the values of infrequently hanging stati elds. Any ode modifying the value of su h
elds would need to trigger invalidation. Other examples inlude using thin guards to remove syn hronization for singlethreaded programs by testing whether more than one appli ation thread has been reated. Similarly, thin guards
ould be used to keep tra k of whether re e tion has been

8 True for preexisten e in general, not just invariant argument
preexisten e.
9 Ex ept possibly obje ts reated by stati initializers.
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used; if not, then it is safe to apply optimizations that take
advantage of private elds (whi h an be modi ed using ree tion).

dynami lass loading. For the 227 mtrt ben hmark, thin
guards improved performan e by 27% a hieving 92% of ideal
performan e. Intrapro edural path splitting was shown to
substantially improve the e e tiveness of thin guards, although even without splitting, thin guards yielded reasonable performan e improvements (13.5% for 227 mtrt).
Although not ready at the time of the submission, we are
planning to perform experiments to estimate the e e tiveness of ombining ode pat hing and thin guards, to further
improve performan e. We intend to move our implementation into the open sour e release of Jikes RVM, as well as
ontinue exploring the e e tiveness of our te hnique on a
larger suite of ben hmarks. We hope to nd ben hmarks
that perform enough lass loading to trigger invalidation;
su h ben hmarks will allow us to evaluate the performan e
penalty in urred by failing guards, as well as measure the
time needed to re over performan e.

9 Additional Related Work
Sreedhar et al. [22℄ des ribe extant analysis, an oine, interpro edural stati analysis that operates on a prede ned set
of lasses that are de ned to be the losed world. The goal
of extant analysis is to ategorize referen es into two ategories, 1) un onditionally extant referen es guaranteed to
remain in the losed world, and 2) onditionally extant referen es not guaranteed to stay in the losed world. For the
rst ategory, optimizations su h as inlining an be dire tly
applied. For the se ond ategory, runtime tests alled extant safety tests an be used to reate regions of ode within
whi h dire t optimizations an be applied.
As des ribed, extant analysis is an oine analysis that
would be non-trivial to in orporate into an online JVM. The
extant safety test proposed in their work examines the reeiver of the method being dispat hed, and therefore is more
expensive and less general than thin guards; other variants
of extant safety tests are mentioned but not thoroughly disussed. The importan e of optimizing extant safety tests
(to minimize the dynami number of tests exe uted) is disussed, however no algorithm for doing so is presented. Finally, their experimental results admittedly relied on several
unsafe assumptions about entry points into the losed world;
our experimental evaluation makes no unsafe assumptions.
Pe ht hanski and Sarkar [21℄ present a framework for
performing optimisti interpro edural analysis. Their work
des ribes a general me hanism for dependen y tra king that
allows verifying arbitrary properties of dynami ally loaded
ode. An optimisti interpro edural type analysis is also
presented as an appli ation of their framework. Although
tou hing on similar ideas, there are signi ant di eren es
between their work and ours. Their framework is designed
for systems that have on-sta k repla ement available as a
me hanism for invalidation; the goal of our work is to avoid
the need for on-sta k repla ement. Additionally, be ause
on-sta k repla ement was not available in their system, the
potential restri tions on optimization it imposes were not
present in their experimental evaluation. Our evaluation
used a omplete implementation that ensures orre t exe ution when lass loading o urs. For some ben hmarks, thin
guards based on lass hierar hy analysis o ered speedups
larger than those reported for their interpro edural type
analysis.
Sealed alls [25℄ takes advantage of sealed pa kages to
identify additional methods that an not be overridden, even
if these methods are not final. Su h methods an be inlined
dire tly without a guard.
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